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We present an approach to derive effective shell-model interactions from microscopic nuclear
forces. The similarity-transformed coupled-cluster Hamiltonian decouples the single-reference state
of a closed-shell nucleus and provides us with a core for the shell model. We use a second similarity
transformation to decouple a shell-model space from the excluded space. We show that the three-
body terms induced by both similarity transformations are crucial for an accurate computation of
ground and excited states. As a proof of principle we use a nucleon-nucleon interaction from chiral
effective field theory, employ a 4He core, and compute low-lying states of 6−8He and 6−8Li in p-shell
model spaces. Our results agree with benchmarks from full configuration interaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Remarkable progress has been made in the ongoing
endeavor to understand and predict nuclei from under-
lying nuclear forces. The computations of atomic nu-
clei, starting from Hamiltonians with nucleon-nucleon
and three-nucleon forces are now starting to cover sig-
nificant portions of the nuclear landscape, from light [1–
3] to medium-mass [4–11], and to heavy nuclei [12, 13].
Theory now makes predictions for processes and observ-
ables that are hard to measure [14–17], and for nuclei
that are hard to produce [13, 18]. This progress is due
to realistic nuclear interactions [19–21] rooted in chiral
effective field theory [22, 23], ideas from effective field
theories and the renormalization group [24, 25] and ap-
plication of methods which avoid the catastrophic scaling
of full diagonalizations at the acceptable cost of approx-
imations [26–33]. Here, we mention in particular the
coupled-cluster (CC) [32, 34, 35] and the in-medium sim-
ilarity renormalization group (IMSRG) [29, 33] methods,
which perform a similarity transformation of the input
Hamiltonian such that a product state is decoupled from
particle-hole excitations (i.e., it becomes an exact eigen-
state of the similarity transformed Hamiltonian).
In spite of all this progress, the description of open-
shell nuclei still poses challenges. For decades the nu-
clear shell model [36–38] has been the method of choice
to address open-shell nuclei accessible in one or two ma-
jor oscillator shells. However, up until very recently, it
has been a challenge to tie the applied effective shell-
model interactions to the underlying nucleon-nucleon and
three-nucleon interactions. The widely used microscopic
derivation of effective interactions is usually based on
many-body perturbation theory [39, 40], where certain
diagrams are summed up to infinite order by using the
folded-diagrammethod [41, 42]. However, the strong cor-
relations of nuclear systems and the tensor property of
the nuclear interactions spoil the order-by-order conver-
gence of the effective interaction in this approach [43–
45]. Alternative approaches to effective interactions con-
tain both input from the underlying nucleon-nucleon in-
teraction and phenomenological adjustments, which are
difficult to make for large shell-model spaces [46, 47].
The idea to derive the effective interaction from ab-initio
methods [48, 49] has been fruitful: In this approach, one
computes a doubly-magic nucleus with mass number Ac,
and extracts the effective interaction from ab-initio calcu-
lations of nuclei with mass numbers A = Ac+1 and A =
Ac+2 using Lee-Suzuki-Okamoto (LSO) techniques [50–
53]. This idea was implemented using CC methods in
Refs. [54, 55], respectively, starting from nucleon-nucleon
and three-nucleon forces. However, some observables,
such as charge radii, are sensitive to details of the high-
lying excited states in the A = Ac + 2 system that are
used in the construction of the effective interaction using
the LSO projection technique.
The valence-space IMSRG (VS-IMSRG) [9, 56, 57] is
an alternative that avoids this problem. In this approach,
a non-perturbative effective interaction is derived within
the IMSRG formalism [29], i.e., by decoupling a core
and a valence space via similarity transformations. This
avoids the problem of projecting high-lying states onto
the valence space using the LSO technique, and, further-
more, the similarity transformation can be consistently
applied to observables other than the energy, potentially
offering insights into the origin of effective charges and
the role of two-body currents. The similarity transfor-
mation induces many-body terms, and, at present, the
VS-IMSRG and the IMSRG methods keep up to normal-
ordered two-body operators. The effect of this truncation
is currently not well understood.
In this paper, we want to follow the VS-IMSRG idea
and generate effective interactions and operators via a
decoupling of the core from the valence space. However,
we base this decoupling, named shell-model coupled clus-
ter (SMCC), on the CC approach. Like the VS-IMSRG,
the SMCC is an extension of the closed-shell CC theory.
After decoupling a closed-shell core with the CC method,
we implement a second similarity transformation of the
Hamiltonian, which decouples the valence space and the
excluded space. In contrast to the VS-IMSRG, we per-
form this decoupling in a non-Hermitian way. This sim-
plifies the working equations that implement the trans-
formation. In this simplified set of working equations we
2also explore the effect of three-body terms in the similar-
ity transformation. We find that when the leading order
three-body terms are included in the calculation of open
p-shell nuclei, we obtain a much better agreement with
exact results than what is achieved with the SMCC or
VS-IMSRG methods truncated at the two-body level.
II. SHELL-MODEL COUPLED-CLUSTER
METHOD
A. Single reference coupled-cluster
We start from the intrinsic Hamiltonian
H =
(
1−
1
A
) A∑
i=1
p2i
2m
+

 A∑
i<j=1
vij −
−→pi ·
−→pj
mA

 . (1)
Here A is the number of nucleons and vij is nucleon-
nucleon potential. We note that if we are targeting an
open system, then Amay be larger than the Ac, the num-
ber of core-nucleons addressed in closed-shell CC theory.
We normal order the Hamiltonian H with respect to
the Hartree-Fock state
|Φ0〉 ≡
Ac∏
i=1
a
†
i |0〉 (2)
and obtain
H = H−Eref =
∑
pq
fpq{p
†q}+
1
4
∑
pqrs
Vpqrs{p
†q†sr}. (3)
Here, the brackets {· · · } indicate normal ordering, Eref is
the HF energy, f is the one-body interaction (also known
as the Fock-matrix), V is the anti-symmetric two-body
interaction, and p, q, r, s label single-particle states, see,
e.g., Ref. [58] for details. In single-reference CC the-
ory [32, 34, 35] , the ground-state state is given by the
exponential ansatz,
|Ψ0〉 = exp (T )|Φ0〉. (4)
Many-body correlations are introduced via the cluster
operator
T = T1 + T2 + T3 + · · ·+ TAc . (5)
Here the cluster operators Tn create n-particle–n-hole ex-
citations
Tn =
(
1
n!
)2 ∑
a1a2···an
i1i2···in
ta1a2···ani1i2···in {a
†
1a
†
2 · · · a
†
ninin−1 · · · i1},
(6)
and ta1a2···ani1i2···in are the corresponding amplitudes that need
to be determined. The CC method yields the similarity-
transformed normal-ordered Hamiltonian
H ≡ exp (−T )H exp (T )
= (H exp (T ))C
= ∆E +
∑
pq
Hpq{p
†q}+
∑
pqrs
Hpqrs{p
†q†sr}
+
∑
pqrstu
Hpqrstu{p
†q†r†uts}+ · · · . (7)
Here, ∆E is the correlation energy, i.e., the correction
to the HF energy, and Hpq ,Hpqrs and Hpqrstu are the
one-, two-, and three-body part of H, respectively. The
subscript C in the second line of Eq. (7) indicates that
only connected diagrams enter the expression. The CC
correlation energy and the amplitudes in Eq. (6) are de-
termined by solving the following equations,
〈Φ0|H|Φ0〉 = ∆E, (8)
〈Φai |H|Φ0〉 = 0, (9)
〈Φabij |H|Φ0〉 = 0, (10)
〈Φabcijk |H|Φ0〉 = 0. (11)
...
So far we have not introduced any approximations. How-
ever, in practical calculations we need to truncate the
cluster operator T at some low-order rank. The most
commonly used approximation is CC with singles and
doubles excitations (CCSD). In the CCSD approximation
only Eqs. (9)-(10) are solved to determine the amplitudes.
In this work we go beyond the CCSD approximation and
include the leading-order three-particle-three-hole excita-
tions in Eq. (11). This approximation is termed CCSDT-
1 [59] and gives a significant improvement in the descrip-
tion of the ground-state. For closed shell systems, CCSD
and CCSDT-1 typically capture around 90% and 99% of
the full correlation energy, respectively [35].
B. Open-shell coupled-cluster
We now turn to the derivation of an effective shell-
model interaction in our SMCC approach. We identify a
valence space outside a closed shell core, and then divide
the Hilbert space of H into to two complementary spaces
P and Q with
P +Q = I. (12)
Here the operator P is a projector onto the core and
valence space, and Q is the excluded space. We seek
a second similarity transformation that decouples the P
and Q spaces, i.e.,
H ≡ exp (−S)H exp (S), (13)
such that
QHP = 0 (14)
3with
S = QSP. (15)
In the second similarity transformation given in
Eq. (13), we only retain the one- and two-body parts
of the initial CCSDT-1 similarity transformed Hamilto-
nian H. The transformation fulfilling Eqs. (13) and (14)
yields a non-Hermitian effective interaction
Heff = PHP = P exp (−S)H exp (S)P. (16)
In analogy to the cluster operator T of Eq. (5), the oper-
ator S links the excluded space (Q) and the model space
(P ) and in general contains up to A-body terms.
Fig. 1 shows the three topologies of S that are found
up to the two-body level. We notice that if one starts
from the bare Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), there would be
additional terms with a cluster structure. These are not
present in the core-decoupled CC Hamiltonian H. The
diagrams in Fig. 1 correspond to the amplitudes Sab,
Sabcd and Sabci, where we used labels a, b, c, . . . for parti-
cle states, and i, j, k, . . . for hole states.
( a ) ( b ) (c )
FIG. 1. Diagrams of the operator S that couple the valence
space and the excluded space. The horizontal double bar
is the S operator, with incoming and outgoing particle lines
as indicated by arrows. The double incoming line denotes a
particle inside the model space. Diagram (a) is a one-body
operator, while diagrams (b) and (c) are two-body operators.
The solid particle line is a general particle (i.e., either from
the excluded space or the model space), except for the out-
going two particles in diagram (b), where at least one of the
outgoing particles must be from the excluded space.
To determine the amplitudes of S proves to be less
straightforward than doing so for the T amplitudes. Sim-
ilar equations as those found in Eqs. (9)-(10) arise from
Eq. (14),
Hab = 0 , (17)
Habci = 0 , (18)
Habcd = 0 . (19)
Inspired by the Magnus formulation of the IMSRG
method [60], we adopt a constructive approach of build-
ing up S and solving Eqs. (17)-(19).
In the original formulation of the IMSRG, a unitary
transformation which depends on a continuous variable t
is introduced, making a ”flowing” transformed Hamilto-
nian,
H(t) = U †(t)HU(t) . (20)
The derivative ofH(t) with respect to t, denoted as H˙(t),
yields
H˙(t) = [η(t), H(t)] (21)
η(t) = U˙ †(t)U(t). (22)
Here η is chosen such that it eliminates the undesired ma-
trix elements, and does so in a way that does not give rise
to exceedingly stiff equations. With a suitable choice of η
determined, Eq. (21) is solved until the undesired matrix
elements are suppressed to an acceptable criteria. The
Magnus formulation of the IMSRG dispenses with solv-
ing Eq. (21), and instead exploits the fact that Eq. (22)
allows for a direct solution of the transformation U(t) via
the following expressions
U(t)† = exp(Ω(t)) , (23)
Ω˙(t) = η(t)−
1
2
[Ω(t), η(t)] + . . . . (24)
There are several benefits to solving Eq. (24), most no-
tably that observables can be solved one-by-one after a
converged Ω is obtained. This is opposed to having to
solve every desired observable other than the energy in
parallel to the Hamiltonian, which would be prohibitively
expensive for almost any single tensor operator except for
a few scalar operators such as radii.
Taking inspiration from this Magnus formulation of the
IMSRG, we solve an equation similar to Eq. (24) for our
operator S,
S˙(t) = −η
(
H(t)
)
. (25)
We have omitted all higher order terms in Eq. (24) be-
cause we only want to keep the form of S as it originates
from Eqs. (17)-(19), and it is only important to find S
that decouples the P and Q space, not what path is taken
by the solver to arrive at the solution. We use the same
definition of η as is used in the IMSRG except that our
η is not anti-Hermitian. Its form will be discussed be-
low. As η is a function of the Hamiltonian, one must
generate the transformed Hamiltonian at each time step
in order to decide which direction to take S. This is
accomplished via the infinite Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff
(BCH) expansion, and we truncate the expansion when
nested commutators have matrix norms below a small
threshold. Thus,
H = H+
[
H, S
]
+
1
2!
[[
H, S
]
, S
]
+ · · ·
=
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
adkS(H). (26)
Here ad0S(H) = H and ad
k
S(H) =
[
adk−1S (H), S
]
. Start-
ing from two- and three-body Hamiltonians, the nested
4commutators generate operators of increasing rank, and
we need to introduce truncations. These will be discussed
below.
There are several choices for the generator in Eq. (25)
similar to the IMSRG [33], and in the current work we
used the “White” generator [61]
ηpqrs = −
Hpqrs
Hpp +Hqq −Hrr −Hss
, (27)
and the “Arc-tan White” generator
ηpqrs = −
1
2
arctan
(
2Hpqrs
Hpp +Hqq −Hrr −Hss
)
. (28)
We first consider a truncation of Eq. (26) at the nor-
mal ordered two-body (NO2b) level, and refer to it as
SMCC(2b). As we use nested commutators to evaluate
the transformation leading to H, we need only one gen-
eral commutator expression for non-trivial contributions
from two non-Hermitian operators χ and S. The one- and
two-body contributions from the commutator are shown
in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. They lead to the following
algebraic expressions for the one-body terms
[χ, S]pq =
1
2
∑
abi
χpibaSbaqi
+
∑
ia
χiaSpaqi
+
∑
a
(χpaSaq − Spaχaq), (29)
and the two-body terms
[χ, S]pqrs = −
1
2
∑
ab
(χabrsSpqab − Sabrsχpqab)
−(1− Ppq)(1 − Prs)
∑
ia
χpiasSaqri
+(1− Ppq)
∑
a
(χpaSaqrs − Spaχaqrs)
−(1− Prs)
∑
a
(χarSpqas − Sarχpqas)
−(1− Prs)
∑
i
χirSpqis. (30)
The matrix elements are antisymmetric through ex-
change of two equivalent external lines.
While truncating all intermediates at the NO2b level
is expedient, the truncation comes at the cost of neglect-
ing higher-body terms. It is instructive is to look at the
ground-state CC decoupling performed in this approxi-
mation. The similarity-transformed Hamiltonian can be
written in two ways (as expressed in the following two
lines)
H =
[
H
(
1 + T +
1
2!
T 2 +
1
3!
T 3 +
1
4!
T 4
)]
C
(31)
= H + [H, T ] +
1
2!
[[H, T ], T ] + . . . . (32)
( a )  + (b) − (c) − ( d )  +
FIG. 2. Diagrammatic representation of [χ, S]1b multiplied
with a + or − sign from the commutator as indicated below
each diagram. The wiggly line refers to the intermediate χ,
and the horizontal double bar is S.
( a )  + (b) − ( c )  + ( d )  +
(e) − (f) − ( g )  + ( h )  +
FIG. 3. Diagrammatic representation of [χ, S]2b multiplied
with a + or − sign from the commutator.
If we apply the NO2b approximation to each commuta-
tor in Eq. (32), we find some large omitted terms com-
pared to Eq. (31). For example, a term contributing
to 12HT
2
2 arises in equal parts from [[H, T2]3b, T2]2b and
from [[H, T2]1b, T2]2b. Here, the subscript 2b and 3b on
the commutator denotes the truncation at the two- and
three-body level, respectively, see Fig. 4. Thus using the
NO2b truncation, one undercounts this class of terms by
a factor of 12 . The IMSRG(2) approximation for ground-
states also neglects such terms. These terms are repul-
sive, while perturbative triples are attractive. Thus, this
undercounting explains why IMSRG(2) ground-state en-
ergies generally fall closer to the CCSD(T) approxima-
tion than to CCSD [33]. For this example it is clear that
the effect of [[H, T2]3b, T2]2b can be restored simply in an
ad-hoc fashion by double counting the half of these terms
that arises from [[H, T2]1b, T2]2b.
A similar situation appears in the open-shell decou-
pling. Fig, 5 shows a pair of “core polarization” dia-
grams in the open shell calculation that are neglected
if the commutators are kept only at the two-body level.
Cutting the diagrams as indicated at the red horizontal
double bars clearly yields three-body terms. Numerical
evaluations demonstrate that these diagrams, like their
ground-state counterparts, make a substantial difference
in the valence-space decoupling.
The inclusion of commutators with intermediate three-
body terms is challenging because they should not affect
the scaling of the storage required for our calculation.
We proceed as follows. In each commutator evaluation,
5T
1
2 T
2
2
H
a
b
T
1
2 T
2
2
H
a
b
FIG. 4. (Color online) Two-body diagrams [[H, T2], T2] in
CCSD closed-shell calculation. (Here, the black double hor-
izontal bar denotes the cluster operator T , while the wig-
gly line is the Hamiltonian H.) The intermediate 3-body
[[H, T2]3b, T2]2b and one-body [[H, T2]1b, T2]2b terms inside the
commutator result from making cuts at the locations a and
b, respectively, and are indicated by red double lines.
FIG. 5. (Color online) “Core polarization” diagrams that are
neglected when all commutators are truncated at the two-
body level. Cutting the diagrams at the red double bars re-
veals intermediate three-body terms.
the generated three-body diagrams are shown in Fig. 6.
( a ) + (b)− ( c ) +
FIG. 6. Diagrammatic representation of [χ, S]3b multiplied
with a + or − sign from the commutator as indicated. Here
χ and S are shown as wiggly and double horizontal lines,
respectively.
They have the algebraic form
χpqrstu = A
∑
a
(
HqrauSpast − SqrauHpast
)
+
∑
i
HiptsSrqui, (33)
and the anti-symmetrizer is
A ≡ (1− Ppq − Ppr)(1 − Pus − Put). (34)
While seeking the solution of Eq. (14), we use the above
expressions to keep all intermediate terms of the form
[[H2b, S2b]3b, S2b]2b. These terms are calculated on the
fly without changing the scaling, since all of them can
be factored into effective two-body pieces. Fig. 7 shows
the diagrams corresponding to these three-body terms we
need to keep. Their algebraic form are found in Eq. (35).
This approximation is labeled by SMCC(3b-diag), as it
effectively keeps diagonal contributions from the three-
body terms.
[[χ, S]3b, S]pqrs =
1
2
(1− Ppq)(1 − Prs)
∑
abci
SbariSpcbaχiqcs
+(1− Ppq)(1 − Prs)
∑
abci
SbasiSpcrbχqica
−(1− Prs)
∑
abij
SbariSpqbjχijas
−
1
2
(1− Prs)
∑
abij
SbasiSpqrjχjiba
−(1− Prs)
∑
abci
SabirχicasSpqbc
−
1
2
(1− Prs)
∑
abic
SbasiχcibaSpqrc.
Contributions from [[H2b, S2b]3b, S2b]3b, S2b]2b are ne-
glected as they are too expensive to solve at each time
step, and assumed to be of higher order.
FIG. 7. Diagrams of [[χ2b, S2b]3b, S2b]2b multiplied with a + or
− sign from the commutator as indicated below each diagram.
Here χ and S are shown as wiggly and double horizontal lines,
respectively.
Our tests below show that shell-model interactions pro-
duced at the SMCC(3b-diag) approximation are still not
satisfactory when compared to exact diagonalizations.
We recall that an improved accuracy for the ground-state
decoupling in CC theory requires us to include the lead-
ing order T3 that is linear in T2. In the same spirit,
we can generate the leading order part of S3 by perform-
ing a third similarity transformation, where we keep only
terms linear in S2 that contribute to S3. The inclusion
6of an approximation for S3 is necessary, because there
are three-body pieces of H that violate the decoupling
condition (14). If we keep only those parts linear in S2b,
then the elements of S3b can be found as the approximate
solutions of the following equations,
Q exp(−S3b)H exp(S3b)P ≈ 0 , (35){[
H2b, S2b
]
+
[
H1b, S3b
]}
abcdij
= 0 , (36){[
H2b, S2b
]
+
[
H1b, S3b
]}
abcdei
= 0 , (37){[
H2b, S2b
]
+
[
H1b, S3b
]}
abcdef
= 0 . (38)
If we further approximate H1b above as containing only
the diagonal one-body energies, then each of the three
three-body topologies can be solved for generally as
Spqrstu = −
[H2b, S2b]pqrstu
Hpp +Hqq +Hrr −Hss −Htt −Huu
.
(39)
Our goal is to generate an effective shell-model interac-
tion, and we wish to study how contributions from S3 will
affect this interaction. For this purpose we generate the
one- and two-body contributions of ∆H = P [H, S3b]P ,
and add them to the final valence interaction, and we
refer to this as SMCC(3b-od), because it keeps “three-
body off-diagonal” terms. We perform this operation
once after converged S1b,S2b are obtained. This is akin
to a perturbative treatment. If we were instead to solve
the above equations iteratively, it would be akin to the
CCSDT-1 process for decoupling the ground-state in CC
theory. The elements we keep from ∆H can be organized
into
[
H2b, S3b
]
2b
and
[
H2b, S3b
]
1b
, and the correspond-
ing diagrams are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively.
In each diagram, the short-wavelength small-amplitude
wiggly line represents H, while the remaining diagram
represents the three-body term (39) that is made from
combining the three-body contraction
[
H2b, S2b
]
3b
with
the energy denominator.
In addition to the perturbative treatment of S3b, we
also keep the leading order three-body valence interaction
of H3b ≈
[
H,S2b
]
3b
. This is important as the three-
body valence interaction that we include would appear
at second-order in the interaction. This procedure leads
to a one-, two-, and three-body valence-space interaction,
and we refer to this as the SMCC(3b) approximation.
C. Expectation values of observables in SMCC
As the similarity transformed Hamiltonian is not Her-
mitian when computed with the CC method, the evalua-
tion of ground-state expectation values of operators other
than the energy requires one to compute the left ground-
state. This approach is based on response functions [62].
( a ) ( b ) (c) ( d )
( h )( g )(f)( e )
(i) (j) (k) (i)
(l) ( m ) ( n ) (o)
FIG. 8. Diagram representation of [H2b, S3b]2b.
FIG. 9. Diagram representation of [H2b, S3b]1b.
The left ground-state eigenvector is determined by
〈Φ0|(1 + Λ)(H−∆E) = 0, (40)
where Λ is a de-excitation operator. The expectation
value of a ground-state observable is then
Oc = 〈Φ0|(1 + Λ)O|Φ0〉. (41)
For our valence-space approach, right states have the ex-
act form of
|Rν〉 = |Φ0〉 ⊗ |Ψν〉. (42)
7Here |Ψν〉 is the wave function obtained from a shell-
model diagonalization. For the left, the interplay be-
tween the core and valence space are neglected. However,
the terms affecting observables should still be adequately
captured by approximating the left eigenvector as
〈Lν | = 〈Φ0|(1 + Λ)| ⊗ 〈Ψ˜v|, (43)
where 〈Ψ˜v| is a wave function obtained from an left diag-
onalization of PHP . This approximate expression makes
it possible to deal with the core and valence space sepa-
rately, and the expectation value of observables are cal-
culated as
〈Lν |O|Rν〉 = Oc + 〈Ψ˜v|Ov|Ψv〉. (44)
In what follows, we will use this expression to compute
ground-state radii.
III. RESULTS AND BENCHMARKS
We present results for the p-shell nuclei 6,7,8He and
6,7,8Li from the SMCC(2b) and SMCC(3b), and com-
pare them with exact results from the full configura-
tion interaction (FCI) approach, and with other ap-
proaches based on CC theory and IMSRG. We use the
chiral nucleon-nucleon N3LO interaction from Entem and
Machleidt [63]. The bare interaction employs a cutoff at
Λ = 500 MeV and is softened via the free-space similarity
renormalization group method to the cutoff 1.9 fm−1 [64].
We neglect any three-body forces in this initial study in
order to focus on the effects of the many-body terms in-
duced by the valence-space decoupling. The two-body
matrix elements are calculated in the spherical harmonic
oscillator basis with ~ω = 24 MeV. The model space
consist of five major oscillator shells with single-particle
angular momenta up to and including lmax = 2. This
space consists of 76 single particle states and allows us to
perform proof-of-principle and benchmark calculations.
The FCI results are obtained from an exact diagonal-
ization of the Hamiltonian matrix. The coupled-cluster
approach to the A = 6, 7, 8 nuclei is as follows. The A = 6
nucleus 6He is computed with the two-particle attached
equation-of-motion (EOM) coupled-cluster method by
attaching two neutrons to the 4He core. That approach
includes 2p-0h and 3p-1h configurations [65–67]. The 8He
nucleus exhibits a closed sub shell and can be computed
directly with coupled-cluster theory. Its 8Li isobar is ob-
tained from a charge-exchange EOM approach [68]. The
VS-IMSRG computations of the A = 6, 7, 8 proceed as
presented in [57]: The 4He core is decoupled in the IM-
SRG(2) approximation and then followed by a valence-
space decoupling and valence-space diagonalization using
NushellX [69].
Let us first study the effect of induced three-body
terms in the ground-state decoupling of the 4He core. We
calculated the energy of the 4He core used in a 6He di-
agonalization, employing IMSRG(2), CCSD(2b) [where
IMSRG(2) CCSD(2b) CCSD(3b-diag) CCSD CCSDT-1
E(MeV) -24.573 -24.626 -23.912 -23.911 -24.261
TABLE I. Ground-state energy of the 4He core in a 6He from
CCSD variants and IMSRG(2).
each nested commutator keeps only two-body terms in
analogy to SMCC(2b)], CCSD(3b-diag) [where diagonal
three-body terms are kept in the spirit of SMCC(3b-
diag)], CCSD, and CCSDT-1. Table I shows the re-
sults. CCSD(2b) is about 700 keV overbound, and qual-
itatively similar to the IMSRG(2) result supporting our
claim that it is an undercounting of terms in Fig. 4 that
separates IMSRG(2) from CCSD. We see that keeping
[[H,T2]3b, T ]2b, in the CCSD(3b-diag) approximation al-
most matches full CCSD. This also suggests that our
evaluation of the BCH expansion using nested commu-
tators is appropriate. Calculations performed at the
SMCC(3b) level yield similar results to CCSDT-1.
For the open-shell calculation of 6He, we start from the
one- and two-body CCSDT-1 Hamiltonian. This Hamil-
tonian has the 4He core decoupled at the CCSDT-1 ap-
proximation; the induced three-body terms from CC are
neglected. The p-shell effective interaction is obtained
by decoupling the Hamiltonian with the SMCC method
in the approximations discussed in the previous Section.
The resulting shell-model interaction is used to calcu-
late 6He, and we compare those results with FCI. In the
p-shell, 6He is a two valence-neutron system with config-
urations |(0p 12 )
2〉0
+
, |(0p 32 )
2〉0
+,2+ and |(0p 120p
3
2 )〉
1+,2+ .
The occupations of the FCI wave functions show that the
0+1 and 2
+
1 states are dominated by p-shell components.
For the 0+2 state, the
4He core is broken and particles oc-
cupy the sd and pf shells. Similarly, the 2+2 and 1
+
1 states
exhibit strong core polarization and sd components. The
effective interaction will reproduce best those states that
have largest overlap with the model space. Thus, the
effective interaction works well for the low-lying states
whose wave function are dominated by p-shell compo-
nents. Our results are shown in Fig. 10. The EOM-CC
result is from Ref. [65]. In that approach, 6He is com-
puted as a two-particle attached system of 4He, includ-
ing 2p-0h and 3p-1h configurations. The resulting 6He
ground-state energy is underbound by about 0.3 MeV
compared to FCI. The SMCC(2b) 0+ ground state is
about 150 keV over bound compared with FCI, and the
gap between the 0+ and 2+ states is about 0.6 MeV
too large. The correction of [[χ, S]3b, S2b]2b that enters
SMCC(3b-diag) is very small, and this is in contrast to
the closed-shell calculation of 4He. The SMCC(3b-od)
calculation including both [[χ, S]3b, S]2b and perturba-
tive S3b almost reproduces the EOM-CC results. This
demonstrates that in open-shell calculations the elimina-
tion of off-diagonal induced three-body terms is crucial
both for the binding energy and the energy spectrum.
The VS-IMSRG(2) results here are similarly overbound
as SMCC(2b).
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Spectrum of 6He computed with var-
ious methods (FCI, EOM-CC and IMSRG) and compared to
the SMCC results.
Fig. 11 compares the SMCC(3b-od) result of 6Li with
FCI and VS-IMSRG. Here, both valence-space methods
agree well with FCI.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Spectrum of 6Li computed with var-
ious methods (FCI and VS-IMSRG) and compared to the
SMCC(3b) result. SMCC(3b) include both three-body inter-
action diagonal and off-diagonal part.
The calculation of A = 7 nuclei is interesting as these
have three valence nucleons. Fig. 12 shows the SMCC
results for 7He and compares them to FCI and VS-
IMSRG. The SMCC(3b-od) calculations both include
[[χ, S]3b, S]2b and perturbative S3b, while SMCC(3b) also
employs valence three-body forces. Since the valence
space now contains three nucleons, we can see whether
the valence three-body force is important. For A = 7,
nuclei, it yields a small amount of additional binding
and causes the result to move toward better agreement
with FCI. The VS-IMSRG again agrees roughly with the
SMCC(2b) (not shown), and both poorly reproduce FCI.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Spectrum of 7He nucleus, computed
with various methods (FCI, EOM-CC and VS-IMSRG) and
compared to the SMCC results.
For 7Li the situation is similar to 7He, see Fig. 13),
but the SMCC(3b-od) and SMCC(3b) are both under
bound compared to FCI. We anticipate that an iterative
treatment of the three-body forces in valence space would
improve this result.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Same as Fig. 12 but for 7Li.
Finally, we turn to A = 8 nuclei. The closed sub-shell
structure of 8He makes it possible to compute this nu-
cleus within single-reference CC method. Likewise, 8Li
can be calculated with charge-exchange EOM-CC [68]
as a generalized excitation of 8He. Fig. 14 shows the
comparison of the various methods in the calculation of
8He. The EOM-CC calculation is close to the FCI, while
results from the recent CC effective interaction (CCEI)
9method [54, 55] underbinds 8He. The valence three-body
force arising from SMCC(3b) makes it more bound on the
order of 200 keV, and results in a good agreement with
FCI. The VS-IMSRG results significantly overbinds, pre-
sumably because it also omits induced three-body effects.
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Spectrum of 8He computed with var-
ious methods (FCI, EOM-CC, CCEI, and IMSRG) and com-
pared to SMCC. The SMCC(3b-od) computation employs in-
duced three-body forces that contribute to two-body forces,
while SMCC(3b) also employs explicit three-body forces in
the shell-model calculation.
Finally, we turn to 8Li and show results in Fig. 15.
The SMCC(3b) calculation is significantly improved by
including the valence-space three-body force, on the or-
der of 600 keV, and the low-lying states are in good agree-
ment with FCI. The VS-IMSRG results reproduce spec-
tra well, but overbind by about 2 MeV compared to FCI.
The charge-exchange calculation with EOM-CCSDT-1
reproduces the first three low-lying states well, while the
higher-lying 0+ probably lacks correlation energy from
neglected higher order particle-hole excitations. Again,
our results show that SMCC(3b) is an accurate tool for
energy levels.
We also calculated the charge radii of He and Li iso-
topes with the approximate treatment of the left wave
function. The core component is calculated in the CCSD
approximation, which contains the zero-body part of the
operator and the correction from the left (so called Λ)
wavefunction. Fig. 16 shows the calculated charge radii
from SMCC(3b) and VS-IMSRG and compares them to
FCI results. We also calculated the charge radii using the
Hellmann-Feynman method on top of the SMCC, though
this approach is not correct because of the bi-variational
structure of the CC energy functional. We note that the
SMCC(3b) approach is closer to the FCI results than VS-
IMSRG(2), but both methods are not as accurate as one
would wish.
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FIG. 15. (Color online) Same as Fig. 14 but for 8Li.
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Squared point proton radii and iso-
tope shift(δR2
p
= R2p−R
2
p(
4He)) of selected p-shell nuclei calcu-
lated using the SMCC(3b), the Hellmann-Feynman theorem
[based on SMCC(3b)], the VS-IMSRG, and FCI.
IV. SUMMARY
We proposed a new non-perturbative microscopic
method to derive effective interactions for the shell-model
within the framework of coupled-cluster theory. The re-
sulting shell-model coupled-cluster (SMCC) method is a
promising route to perform precise calculations of open-
shell nuclei with a large number of valence nucleons.
Using renormalization group techniques, induced many-
body forces generated by the similarity transformation
10
are included up to the three-body level. The effective
interaction is applied to selected p-shell nuclei, and we
obtained a good agreement with FCI results for ener-
gies and point-proton radii. We demonstrated that the
inclusion of induced three-body forces is important for
a precise computation of binding energies and spectra.
The proposed method is a straightforward extension of
the single reference coupled-cluster theory to the multi-
reference system. It keeps the size-extensivity of the sin-
gle reference coupled-cluster method, can be systemati-
cally improved, and is capable of dealing with more com-
plex medium-mass nuclei.
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